TUGlib will provide for determining the postal and e-mail address of any TUG member via a query like whois Nelson Beebe. There is no reason why the address data bases of the various national and language groups in the T@ community could not be included in this service.
Font Developments
At the 1989 TUG meeting, Kinch Computer Company announced the availability of PostScript fonts in 300-dpi pk file format, which are tentatively being called AP-T&jX fonts. We licensed a copy of these, and I have developed a set of style files for 'I&X and DTEX that make it trivial for our users to switch from Computer Modern to some other font family by means of a single QX \input statement or a L4TKX \documentstyle option. After a suitable test period, I expect that these can become generally available.
Note that having PostScript fonts in pk file format means that they can be used with almost any DVI driver and any output device (assuming that fonts of the required resolution are available), including screen previewers like xdvi in the X Window system on workstations and personal computers. and Shimon Yanai at Technion in Haifa, will lead to a merging of the power of WTflFCNT and PostScript.
In January, Don Knuth announced [12] the virtual font mechanism with support software. This is based on work that David Fuchs did in 1983, but which never became part of the public T@L distribution.
It allows the construction of new fonts that are specified by description files akin to METRFONT property list (.pl) files, in which the characters are obtained by combining characters from other fonts (which themselves may be virtual fonts) with arbitrary DVI commands, including rules and even \specialC)s.
I wish that he had used the term 'composite font', which is, I believe, a better description; 'virtual font' is already in use in my DVI driver family collection with the meaning of 'memorymapped' font. Graham Asher [2] responded with a description of a mechanism that he and Graham Toal developed in Edinburgh in 1987 and, regrettably, did not publish; their scheme is worthy of further study. These developments are important because they offer a straightfor-ward way for end users of TEX to create special fonts with new characters, particularly accented characters, for which there are national and regional variations in accent positioning. The general availability of mechanisms like this should be of particular significance to non-English typesetting.
Both schemes require changes in DVI driver software, and since there are many more such programs, it will take longer for them to be widely implemented.
Finally, the earlier-cited work of Mittelbach and Schiipf on the regularization of font specifications for I4TEX is also applicable to TEX.
Hardware Developments
At the 1989 TUG meeting, an Australian vendor announced the first laser printer to contain a DVI file translator, allowing T@ DVI files to be sent directly to the printer.
The 29 January 1990 issue of InfoWorld on pages 46-47 carried an advertisement for a series of controller boards for IBM PC and Macintosh II systems that can turn 300-dpi Hewlett-Packard LaserJet Series II and Apple LaserWriter II printers into 400-dpi, 600-dpi, 800-dpi, and 1000-dpi PostScript printers that the vendor terms "plain paper typesetters". If these are found to work satisfactorily, it seems to me that this announcement represents a very important advance for the TEX community.
I would very much like to hear from anyone who tries any of these products.
I am curious about the extent to which toner granularity and paper roughness impact the apparent output resolution.
